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Infrastructure-Less Vehicle Traffic Density
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Abstract—In this paper, we address the problem of vehicle traffic
density estimation without relying on infrastructure cameras or
sensors on the road. Previous infrastructure-less approaches still
require some prior knowledge on the road infrastructure, e.g., via
road topology map. We seek a lightweight estimation method based
only on vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication, i.e., without using
any prior knowledge. The main objective of this paper is to examine
traffic density through simple yet efficient packet probing within
a survey time period and obtain a snapshot of the traffic density
distribution map. We propose an on-demand vehicle sampling al-
gorithm that makes a probing packet at a vehicle (i.e., sampler)
keep sampling to explore the local traffic density on a cell basis. If a
current sampler does not operate as an efficient carrier, the packet
selects another one as the next sampler via inner-relaying and
outer-relaying procedures. To effectively adapt the level of gran-
ularity of traffic density depending on the remaining survey time,
we present an adaptive cell sizing algorithm. Further, we extend
the sampling activity to multiple vehicle samplers by making them
aggregate their collected information and also negotiate their future
areas to explore. Within a designated deadline, multiple samplers
collaborate for more accurate and fast traffic density estimation.
By doing so by iterations till the given survey deadline, we can
gather a complete view of traffic density estimates based on multiple
sources where some areas have more detailed information, whereas
others do less. Experiments with a real trace-driven simulation
demonstrate that our proposed algorithm effectively estimates the
distribution of traffic density considering local traffic conditions
compared to other counterpart algorithms, with a factor of up to
9.5.

Index Terms—Vehicle traffic density estimation, vehicle-to-
vehicle communication, vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs).

I. INTRODUCTION

IN THE era of Internet-of-Things (IoT), 10 billions of devices
are expected to be connected each other by forming its own

distributed network by 2020 [1], [2]. One of the most emerging
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trends is the advent of autonomous vehicles that requires not
only to sense real-time traffic condition on the road, but also to
communicate with other vehicles through its direct vehicle-to-
vehicle (V2V) communication. Using its local V2V communi-
cation links in vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) [3] instead
of relying on infrastructure-driven centralized networking (e.g.,
cellular networks and pre-installed cameras and sensors), spo-
radic yet sometimes massive essential traffic information can
be exchanged more effectively among vehicles within locally
constrained areas [4].

The usage of lightweight V2V communication benefits in
many aspects: even under infrastructure free or damaged en-
vironments, V2V communication enables to provide a vi-
able self-organizing ad-hoc network. Further, location-sensitive
information such as urgent accident reports can effectively
be gathered by one or a group of passing on-site vehicles.
The distributed self-organizing control feature on vehicles
would be a necessary part of the future intelligent transport
system.

The traffic density is considered as an essential road condition
monitoring metric used in transport engineering. For example,
this metric can give us key information in preparation for respon-
sive traffic control, scheduling road construction, or emergency
response [5]. Therefore, capturing traffic density with high fi-
delity plays a key role in improving the overall transport system.

The traffic density estimation problem has been actively in-
vestigated in various fields from civil engineering to computer
science. Traditionally, infrastructure-based mechanisms have
been proposed to solve the problem using additionally required
devices such as surveillance cameras [6], [7]. Meanwhile, in [8],
[9], sensor-equipped vehicles are used to collect various infor-
mation from their sensors and attempt to estimate the traffic
conditions. Since these studies rely on additional hardware
devices, they suffer from limited scalability, and high installation
and maintenance cost issues.

To address the drawback of using pre-installed hardware
devices, several works have been proposed based on the idea
of utilizing VANET resources such as on-board units (OBUs)
and road side units (RSUs) [10], [11]. The direct V2V com-
munication can be applied to infer local traffic condition in
a rather distributed way without requiring additional resource.
Researchers in [12] examine local traffic density by analyzing
the relationship between the average speed of vehicles and traffic
density. To infer the traffic speed, they exploit the patterns of
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vehicle mobility and stopping time, which are obtained from
V2V communication. [13] suggests a traffic congestion detec-
tion algorithm that uses beacons to keep updating the neighbor
table through periodic sampling. A fully-distributed traffic den-
sity estimation approach using a packet sampler has been pro-
posed in [14], similar to our approach. However, these previous
infrastructure-less approaches require some prior knowledge on
the road infrastructure, e.g., via road topology map. Further,
most of previous VANET-based research works rely on periodic
broadcast-based sampling possibly with additional road topol-
ogy information, causing considerable network congestion and
collision.

This paper presents a lightweight traffic density estimation
algorithm based on a simple packet probing approach within a
permitted deadline. Our proposed algorithm calculates the traffic
density through on-demand vehicle sampling and probing packet
relaying at a grid cell level in a distributed fashion. To effectively
control the sampling intensity and thus diversify the information
level depending on traffic condition and remaining time budget,
we devise an adaptive cell sizing algorithm.

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:
� We propose a traffic density estimation algorithm only

through a lightweight V2V packet probing at the vehicle
side in a distributed fashion, while not requiring some
additional infrastructure support during the mission.

� We design a simple yet efficient on-demand vehicle sam-
pling and packet relaying algorithm so that we can infer
the entire traffic density distribution map with different
resolution by using either a single or multiple probing
packets within a designated deadline.

� We suggest a unique cell split algorithm that adaptively
changes the cell size and adapts the information level to
balance the estimation accuracy and the given deadline.

Our paper is organized as follows: After discussing related
work in Section II, we present our system model in Section III.
While Section IV presents our on-demand sampling mechanism
with adaptive cell sizing, Section V describes the packet relay-
ing procedure between the old and the new vehicle samplers,
and Section VI presents a domain distribution scheme among
multiple vehicle samplers. We validate our work compared to
other counterpart algorithms in Section VII, and then conclude
this work in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

The problem of estimating traffic density has been studied,
and the related work can be categorized into infrastructure-based
and infrastructure-less approaches.

Traditionally, the traffic density estimation problem has
been investigated mostly with infrastructure assistance. The
infrastructure-based approaches tend to require pre-installed
devices to detect vehicles on the road. The video monitoring
and surveillance cameras have been used to detect vehicles and
count the number of them [3], [6], [7], [15]–[17]. However, since
these approaches are based on image processing, their accuracy
degrades rapidly when there is insufficient light. Some other
methods use loop detectors to check if a vehicle had stayed in

one of the installed areas and count the number of vehicles [18],
[19].

The aforementioned techniques require the prior hardware
installation at certain areas. Therefore, it takes additional cost to
install and maintain the facility. In addition, these techniques
suffer from some limited coverage issues. To overcome this
problem, the approach of using the communication resources
in VANET has been proposed recently.

In VANET, many traffic density estimation methods have been
proposed using both internal network resource such as OBU
and external network resource such as RSU. OBU and RSU
collaboratively gather the information about the speed and the
lane change of vehicles [10], [20]. [21] divides an area into
several small square regions where each region has a dedicated
location server. A location server communicates with others to
aggregate the vehicles’ information over regions. [22] suggests a
method to continuously estimate the traffic density by counting
the number of beacons received at RSUs and calculating the
street to junction ratio based on a road map topology. However,
these approaches rely heavily on RSUs for the aggregation
and propagation of the traffic information, causing its resulting
communication cost and time delay.

Even in an infrastructure-less environment without RSUs,
only the direct V2V communication has been used to perform the
traffic density estimation. The information of neighboring vehi-
cles can be a key information for estimating the traffic density
with a certain accuracy level [12], [23]–[26]. In [27], the authors
have proposed a distributed algorithm that allows neighboring
vehicles to exchange their speed and estimate the traffic density
based on a recording of an unusual speed. It requires the expected
speed on a certain area in advance. In [28], vehicles use a device
called TrafficRep, which is connected to a digital map database.
The device reports the travel time from a segment to another
when the vehicle reaches the end of the segment, and changes
the device based on its V2V communication. [29] proposes
a way to fuse the vehicle spacing information with the V2V
communication and compute the average spacing based on a
maximum likelihood estimator at a data center.

Some traffic-aware routing work suggests a way of finding
out the neighboring vehicle information and uses the local
neighboring vehicle information to design an effective vehicle
ad-hoc routing scheme [30]–[34]. In particular, [31] selects the
next-hop vehicle based on the road structure, the predicted
location of neighboring vehicles, the up-to-dateness of their
mobility information, and inter-vehicle communication quality.
In [33], an adaptive neighbor discovery algorithm obtains the
local vehicular density based on the neighbors’ information as
part of finding the best path for data delivery.

Most of traffic density estimation methods still rely on a
segment, lane, or junction based map topology information to
calculate a global traffic information [35]–[38]. Further, there
is a serious error propagation issue such that a small density
estimation error in a local area can lead to a large error in a
the whole area of interests in case of the dense vehicle density
cases [11].

Most similarly to our work, an approach using a packet
sampler has been proposed in [14]. The sampler hands over a
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sampling kit to a new suitable vehicle when the sampler is about
to leave the target area. The sampler samples the vehicle density
at a random interval and calculates the instantaneous vehicle
lane density.

Our work differentiates from the prior infrastructure-less ap-
proaches in that our algorithm offers an efficient coarse-to-dense
traffic density information with respect to the amount of mis-
sion deadline, without using any prior knowledge on the road
infrastructure. Our work suggests a clever way to utilize multiple
vehicles without controlling their movements, based on a tightly
coupled design of on-demand sampling, adaptive cell sizing, and
priority-based relaying mechanisms.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider the problem of vehicle traffic density estimation
under a time deadline constraint without relying on infrastruc-
ture cameras or sensors on the road. We seek a lightweight
estimation mechanism based only on V2V packet probing and
relaying. This time deadline is a user-definable parameter and
can be set depending on the available observation time and the
granularity level for estimating the vehicle traffic density in the
region of interests (RoI). For example, a traffic control officer
may want to probe traffic volume with a different resolution
at each sub-region with more attention over the RoI within the
next one hour, without using any prior knowledge on the road
structure, such as in some disaster situations with possible road
breakdown or some intermittent Internet outage. After the given
time deadline, we want to obtain a map snapshot of traffic density
with distinct information level for each different physical area
depending on local traffic intensity and time constraint.

We assume that vehicles are equipped with a wireless radio
interface such as 802.11p, allowing them to communicate with
other vehicles or RSUs. It is also assumed that vehicles are
capable of tracking their own current position using the global
positioning system (GPS).

We consider the following scenario: a patrol car or an RSU
connected to a traffic control center drops a traffic probing packet
to one of its nearby passing vehicles. A vehicle that mounts the
probing packet keeps sampling local traffic density and being
relayed to another vehicle over a region of interests (RoI) until
the given deadline is reached. Now that the packet is finally seen
and caught by a nearby RSU or any vehicle that is connected
to the Internet near the deadline, we obtain local traffic density
information from the probing packet that has collected all of
vehicles’ information (e.g., vehicle ID, location, and its peer
V2V vehicle’s information) for the last probing period.

By engaging multiple probing packets for which each corre-
sponding vehicle is in charge of traffic sampling over a sub-area,
an RoI area can be more effectively explored based on col-
laborative domain negotiation and distribution for their future
sampling. For the sub-areas where some parts of vehicles have
inevitably explored with duplicate samples, those samples can be
used to estimate a more accurate traffic density for the sub-areas.

We tackle the traffic density estimation problem under a
time constraint based on three core parts: 1) on-demand vehicle
sampling, 2) probing packet relaying, and 3) adaptive cell sizing

Fig. 1. Overall procedure of our proposed algorithm.

(where a cell is the basic unit for counting vehicles, and is
allowed to split into multiple sub-cells). The overall procedure
of our system is illustrated in Fig. 1.

IV. ON-DEMAND SAMPLING AND ADAPTIVE CELL SIZING

In infrastructure-less environments or disaster situations
where pre-installed traffic monitoring devices are absent or not
available to use, we consider only vehicles and their vehicle-to-
vehicle communication as viable means for monitoring traffic
conditions in some constrained areas. We exploit a packet as
a virtual traffic monitoring agent that can sample its nearby
vehicles for estimating a traffic density around its current sur-
rounding physical area from an initiating vehicle or a designated
RSU. In this way, we can secure a way of estimating traffic
density for a designated area even under the worst conditions on
the road.

We aim to capture traffic condition under a time deadline
(e.g., within the next tens of minutes or few hours). Depending
on how long the permitted traffic probing time is, we want to
diversify the granularity of traffic density. For example, if a very
short probing time is required to quickly obtain the current traffic
status, our system offers a rough snapshot of vehicle distribution
in the area. In case that a relatively longer probing time is allowed
to be used, a more detailed traffic status with a higher resolution
over the same area would be provided.

We define a virtual cell structure over the RoI where a cell
is defined as the basic resolution unit, and the RoI is divided
into N ×N cells. Utilizing the given cell structure, we esti-
mate the number of vehicles within each cell unit. A probing
packet is traveled from one vehicle to another and probes its
surrounding area for counting the number of vehicles within its
currently visiting cell. Depending on the allowed probing time
for a specific cell and the current traffic status, a cell can split
into multiple sub-cells for increasing the granularity level of
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Fig. 2. An example of how a vehicle sampler samples nearby vehicles and
records them in its sampling table for traffic density estimation for each cell.

estimation. We explain the necessary procedures of on-demand
sampling via packet probing and adaptive cell sizing in the
following sub-sections.

A. On-Demand Vehicle Sampling

We present an on-demand vehicle sampling mechanism such
that the traffic information can be gathered via a probing packet
by controlling the granularity level considering both time and
space conditions. Based on the traffic density information of how
many vehicles are sampled by a vehicle that currently holds a
probing packet, we estimate traffic density for each cell (which
is the basic sampling unit) in the RoI.

We technically define a vehicle that currently holds a probing
packet as vehicle sampler or sampler. A sampler is allowed to
check out the surrounding traffic conditions by sending or receiv-
ing messages. The sampler first broadcasts a HELLOmessage in
a periodic manner within a given cell. Any nearby vehicles that
have heard the HELLOmessage send back with REPLYmessage
that embeds its own vehicle ID and the current (x, y) position (or
its corresponding GPS position). Once the sampler receives all
the REPLY messages from its neighbors at that time, it records
a list of communicated vehicle IDs with the sampled time and
location. The above messages and the underlying protocols are
newly defined. Thus, it would be necessary to make the existing
vehicle radio interface (e.g., 802.11p) compatible with our new
protocol and framework by defining a special dedicated category
in the packet header. As illustrated in Fig. 2, during four sampling
chances, 8 unique vehicles are detected and estimated as traffic
density for the given cell. The vehicle sampling procedure is
described at lines 22–25 in Algorithm 1.

The current vehicle sampler carries a probing packet and
conducts the sampling process on behalf of it. When the current
vehicle sampler needs to be replaced by another vehicle sampler,
all of the internal states for the probing packet are recorded in
its packet header, and are transferred to its next vehicle sampler.
Since a probing packet is mounted at a vehicle sampler at a time,
we use the terms interchangeably throughout the paper.

We substantiate a cell-based probing mechanism by changing
the granularity based on two criteria: 1) how long a cell is allowed
to be explored from the time perspective, and 2) whether a cell is

Fig. 3. Time and spatial criteria that decides whether to remain at or to leave
the current cell. (a) ProbingTime as time budget to probe on a given cell.
(b) CoverageRate used to check whether a cell is fairly covered.

well explored with a sufficient coverage rate from the perspective
of space. We balance the trade-off between time and space for
providing a cost-effective traffic density estimation for a given
probing time deadline.

Once a time deadline T is determined, a certain amount of
time budget, defined as probingTime is evenly distributed among
all the cells. Since our cell structure starts with N ×N cells,
each square cell has a probing time budget of T/N 2. For each
different cell, the probingTime is calculated proportionally to
the cell size, as in Fig. 3(a). That is, the larger a cell is, the
longer it can be explored. After spending the given probingTime
for vehicle sampling at a cell, we consider that cell to be fully
probed under the time budget. Then, the probing packet leaves
the current cell for a next unexplored cell by being loaded into
a suitable vehicle toward the cell.

As for the space exploration criterion, we define coverageRate
such that if the percentage of the covered pixel-like units (which
is the finest fragmentation level) under the sampler’s trajectory
within a cell exceeds the coverageRate threshold, the probing
packet should leave the current cell for a next unexplored cell,
as illustrated in Fig. 3(b).

Using the above two criteria to determine whether a probing
packet should remain, and the current vehicle sampler needs
to keep sampling at its current cell, or turn toward to a next
unexplored cell, our cell-based probing mechanism provides
a practical balance point that satisfies both time and space
constraints.

B. Adaptive Cell Sizing

We provide a traffic density estimation mechanism based on
on-demand sampling using a probing packet for a given fixed cell
structure. Under a given time deadline, we may need to utilize the
given time effectively by adapting the information level based
on the physical area or the available time. For instance, for rural
areas where vehicle traffic is relatively sparse, it may be enough
to have even rough snapshot of traffic density for a larger unit
area. For urban areas where traffic is denser sometimes with
congestion, on the other hand, we may want to acquire more
detailed traffic density information for a smaller unit area.

In this section, we propose an adaptive cell sizing algorithm
that makes a cell split into multiple sub-cells depending on the
traffic activity degree and the allowed probing time budget.
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Fig. 4. An example of cell split with the initial N ×N cells with N = 2,
reaching at the atomic stage m with m = 3.

1) Cell Hierarchy: We design a cell hierarchy such that a cell
has a square form, and can split into 2 × 2 identical sub-cells in
an iterative way. We allow an initial cell to split up to m iterative
stages (i.e., reaching at the atomic stage) where the lastly split
cell has the atomic size, as illustrated in Fig. 4. A cell can split
into multiple cells, independently of its neighboring cell size.
With this hierarchical cell structure, we can capture customized
traffic density with each different information level depending
on the local traffic and probing conditions.

2) Cell Split Algorithm: Our cell split algorithm determines
when to split a cell by checking two conditions: 1) local traffic
density and 2) allowed probing time budget. Based on these two
criteria, we control necessary information level with the given
probing time budget in an efficient way.

First, when the current sampler sends a HELLO message
(as done in Section IV), it calculates the local density as the
number of unique vehicles in the current probing cell within
a certain time window, interestWindow. If the calculated local
density at the cell exceeds a certain threshold, which is defined as
densityThresholdk for the cell at stage k, the first cell split con-
dition is satisfied. The threshold parameter densityThresholdk
should be tuned with a non-increasing value with regard to k,
i.e., densityThresholdk ≥ densityThresholdk+1.The split check
procedure is described at lines 27–34 in Algorithm 1.

Second, in case that any previous cell exploration has ever
finished earlier by satisfying the coverage rate condition, in
Section IV, we check whether all the remaining time including
the saved probing time from the past exploration is enough to
accommodate a finer exploration after the current cell’s split. The
underlying motivation is that it may well utilize some unused
probing time at this level for a more detailed exploration after
cell split. We calculate the estimated time required for a finer
exploration considering the number of unexplored sub-cells and
each probing time at its corresponding cell stage. To determine
whether some of possible succeeding sub-cells are explored or
not, we use the same coverage threshold criterion of coverageR-
ate. If the estimated required time for a finer exploration at the
next stage does not exceed the current probing time budget that
has included all the accumulated unused probing time in so far,
the second condition holds valid.

If both conditions are satisfied, a cell at stage k splits into
2 × 2 sub-cells, reaching at stage k + 1 (where k = 1, . . .,m−
1). Using these two conditions, our mechanism provides a cost-
effective way of focusing on some selected regions of higher
interests through denser and more accurate estimation under a
given time budget.

Algorithm 1: Traffic Density Estimation.
1: Input: Time Deadline T
2: Output: SplitCellStructure, EstimatedDensity
3: while (Within a time deadline, T ) do
4: Initialize probing time, t, and coverage rate, c;
5: // Start target cell probing
6: while ((t ≤ probingTime) ‖ (c ≤ coverageRate)) do
7: Invoke vehicle-sampling() in every f secs;
8: if (split-check()) then
9: Split into sub-cells and start sub-cell probing;

10: end if
11: if (Currently out of the target cell) then
12: Invoke inner-relaying via packet-relaying();
13: end if
14: Update probing time, t, and coverage rate, c;
15: end while
16: // Done for current target cell probing
17: Invoke outer-relaying via packet-relaying();
18: end while
19: // Done for probing and return the final traffic density

estimate for cells
20: SplitCellStructure = final cell structure at time T ;
21: EstimatedDensity = the number of unique vehicles at

each cell on the final cell structure at time T ;
22: Function vehicle-sampling()
23: Broadcast a HELLO message;
24: Receive REPLY messages from neighboring

vehicles;
25: Update the sampling table with neighbors’ ID and

the current position;
26: EndFunction
27: Function split-check()
28: localDensity = # of unique vehicles in the cell

within interestWindow;
29: if ((localDensity ≥ densityThreshold at current

stage) &&
30: (required time for the next stage ≤ current probing

budget)) then
31: flag = TRUE;
32: end if
33: Return flag;
34: EndFunction
35: Function packet-relaying()
36: Update the neighbor list via vehicle-sampling();
37: Select the next vehicle among candidates whose

current location is the nearest to the target cell;
38: EndFunction

V. PACKET RELAYING

Along with the aforementioned traffic sampling and adaptive
cell sizing procedure, it is essential to retain a packet relaying
procedure such that a probing packet should be relayed from
the currently residing vehicle to another in certain situations (as
briefly described at lines 35–37 in Algorithm 1). We categorize
these situations into two cases: 1) inner-relaying during the
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Fig. 5. Two packet relaying cases of inner-relaying and outer-relaying.
(a) Inner-Relaying. (b) Outer-Relaying.

current cell exploration and 2) outer-relaying after the comple-
tion of the current cell exploration.

A. Inner-Relaying

Once the current sampler becomes in charge of a specific cell,
the exploration of the cell should persist until a given probing
time is expired, or the exploration progress reaches the coverage
rate threshold. In case that the sampler unexpectedly leaves or
is about to leave the cell that has not been finished yet, a new
vehicle sampler should be selected. A set of vehicles that likely
remain at the current cell or move toward it with the inner force
can be the candidates as the next sampler. Once a next sampler is
selected, the probing packet leaves the current vehicle sampler
for the newly selected sampler, via inner-relaying, as in Fig. 5(a).

When we need the inner-relaying, the current sampler broad-
casts a HELLO message to find out nearby vehicles. These vehi-
cles are considered as candidates for the next sampler. Among
these candidates, the one that is the closest to the center of the
target cell is selected as the next sampler. A more advanced
prediction-based vehicle selection can be applied within this
framework.

B. Outer-Relaying

We describe the outer-relaying procedure such that the current
sampler that completes the exploration of a cell relays its probing
packet to another vehicle. We design this relaying scheme with
two cases depending on the number of probing packets.

1) Relaying With Single Probing Packet: Once the current
sampler completes the probing procedure at its current cell,
the probing packet needs to move toward one of its unexplored
cells. In case that the current sampler is still being in the current
cell or move toward one of already-explored cells, the probing
packet should leave the current sampler for a next sampler that
would likely stay in an unexplored cell, via outer-relaying, as in
Fig. 5(b).

In the outer-relaying case, it is necessary to determine the
next target cell and the next sampler together. We first select
the next target cell. The current sampler broadcasts a HELLO
message and its replying neighboring vehicles’ information is
utilized. Among all the unexplored cells based on the collected
vehicle and its residing cell information, a cell in which the
largest number of replying vehicles are located becomes the next

target cell. The underlying reason is that the more neighbors in
a cell, the higher possibility the cell is well explored. If there
are multiple cells with the same largest number of vehicles, the
one that is the closest from the current sampler is selected. Once
the next target cell is determined, we select one vehicle that is
the closest to the center of the selected next target cell, among
vehicles that have responded within the next target cell.

2) Priority-Based Relaying With Multiple Probing Packets:
Although one probing packet can cover the whole RoI for traffic
density estimation within a given deadline, we extend the packet
probing to multiple packets. We aim to execute more accurate
and fine traffic estimation during a relatively longer probing
time at each probing packet via cooperative probing by multiple
packets within the total deadline.

Since multiple probing packets explore the RoI area in a
distributed manner, an individual probing packet is not aware
of others unless they become adjacent within the communica-
tion range. If two probing packets, i.e., two vehicle samplers
come across at some point, they perform a domain negotiation
and decision procedure. To determine their future domains to
explore, they exchange the explored cell, unexplored cell, and
investigating cell lists.

Once the cell information is shared between two adjacent
probing packets, their respective vehicle samplers run a cell
prioritizing algorithm. Based on the recently updated cell in-
formation, each vehicle calculates a priority for each individual
cell under the current cell structure. Using the cell priority
information, it selects a target cell to examine after fully probing
the current cell.

Regarding the Inner-Relaying for multiple probing packets,
the same relaying procedure for the single probing packet case
is executed. For the Outer-Relaying procedure with multiple
probing packets, each vehicle sampler selects a next target cell
based on the calculated priority.

We consider three metrics of cell state, distance, and cell size
to prioritize the cells for choosing the most urgent cell to explore
among them as follows.

1) Cell State: We define four cell states with ‘Unexplored,’
‘Expected,’ ‘Considered,’ and ‘Explored’ depending on
whether a cell is explored or not, and its probing priority
level. The Unexplored cell is the cell that has not been
explored yet by any probing packets. The Expected cell
is the cell that turns out to be scheduled for probing by
another probing packet after communication among prob-
ing packets. The Considered cell is the cell with different
cell structure that two probing packets retain. When the
probing progress is shared between two packets, a cell
may fully be probed by one probing packet, whereas it has
partially been probed by another with a different cell size.
The Explored cell is the cell that has fully been probed by a
probing packet. Since an Unexplored cell needs to be cov-
ered by a vehicle sampler with the highest priority, its cor-
responding weight, wunexplored attains the highest value.
On the other hand, already-explored cells need to have the
least priority for sampling attention with the lowest weight
value, wexplored. Considering the cell definition and its
probing priority, its corresponding weight value wstate
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is assigned as follows: 0 ≤ wexplored ≤ wconsidered ≤
wexpected ≤ wunexplored ≤ 1. The suitable weight values
can be tuned in experiments.

2) Distance: If a candidate cell is located relatively near the
probing packet itself, it would likely move to the cell more
easily compared to other candidate cells. We consider a
relative distance measure dratio to be the distance from
the probing packet to a candidate cell, which is normalized
by the diagonal length of the entire RoI. Then, we define
wdistance as 1 − dratio so that the distance-related priority
weight value can be closer to 1 for a candidate cell closer
to the current probing packet.

3) Cell Size: We consider the cell size to calculate the net
weight value for a candidate cell to probe. If a candidate
cell has a larger size to be probed by a probing packet,
its priority should also be proportional to its size. We
define a relative cell size as the normalized cell size by
the maximum cell size in the cell structure and use the
measure as its corresponding weight value wsize.

We finally calculate the net priority level for each candidate
cell, pcell that reflects all of the three weight values from cell
state, distance, and cell size as follows:

pcell = (α · wstate + β · wdistance) · wsize (1)

where α and β are weighting factors whose summation should
be 1.

The larger pcell value a candidate cell has, the higher priority
it is scheduled to be probed by a probing packet at its vehicle
sampler. The current vehicle sampler selects a cell with the
largest pcell value as its next target cell, and moves toward the
cell.

The above cell prioritizing algorithm runs in two conditions:
1) after a probing packet has fully probed a cell and 2) when two
vehicle samplers happen to communicate with their communi-
cation range and try to negotiate their future cells to probe.

According to the cell prioritizing algorithm, a probing packet
focuses on cells with the higher priority in terms of cell state,
distance, and cell size. Thanks to this stage, multiple probing
packets collaborate to probe over a large RoI area in an effective
manner, while even some inevitably overlapped cell information
can also turn into a more detailed traffic density estimation with
a higher fidelity.

As an exception handling case, if a vehicle turns out to stay at
the same location for a certain stagnation period, our mechanism
lets the probing packet be relayed to another vehicle according
to one between inner-relaying and outer-relaying. If there does
not exist any available next vehicle to relay, the current sampler
keeps holding the probing packet and attempts to relay to another
vehicle at the next time.

VI. ADVANCED MULTIPLE PACKET PROBING

Multiple vehicle samplers that hold their own probing packets
can participate in the traffic density estimation in a collaborative
manner. For some overlapped regions, we can obtain a more ac-
curate density estimate via information aggregation by multiple
samplers. For non-overlapped regions, multiple samplers can be

Algorithm 2: Advanced Traffic Density Estimation.
1: Input: Time Deadline T, # of Probing Packets N
2: Output: SplitCellStructure, EstimatedDensity
3: while (Within a time deadline, T ) do
4: Initialize the probing time t, and the coverage rate c;
5: // Start target cell probing
6: for (n = 1 to N ) do
7: Invoke vehicle-sampling() in every f secs;
8: if (split-check()) then
9: Split into sub-cells and start sub-cell probing;

10: end if
11: if (negotiation-check()) then
12: Integrate two cell structures and cell states;
13: Distribute the candidate cells into cell window

per packet;
14: Update each packet’s cell state;
15: end if
16: if ((t ≤ probingTime) ‖ (c ≤ coverageRate)) then
17: if (Currently out of the target cell) then
18: Invoke inner-relaying via packet-relaying();
19: end if
20: else if (t > probingTime) ‖ (c > coverageRate)

then
21: // Done for current target cell probing.
22: Update the cell state;
23: select-target();
24: flag-outer = TRUE;
25: end if
26: if (flag-outer) then
27: Invoke outer-relaying via packet-relaying();
28: end if
29: Update the probing time t, and the coverage rate c;
30: end for
31: end while
32: Aggregate N packets’ cell structures to one final cell

structure
33: // Done for probing and return the final traffic density

estimate for cells
34: SplitCellStructure = final cell structure at time T ;
35: EstimatedDensity = the number of unique vehicles at

each cell on the final cell structure at time T ;
36: Function vehicle-sampling()
37: Broadcast a HELLO message;
38: Receive REPLY messages from neighboring

vehicles;
39: Update the sampling table with neighbor ID & the

current location;
40: EndFunction
41: Function split-check()
42: localDensity = # of unique vehicles in the cell

within interestWindow;
43: if ((localDensity ≥ densityThreshold at current

stage) &&
44: (required time for the next stage ≤ current probing

budget)) then
45: flag = TRUE;
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46: end if
47: Return flag;
48: EndFunction
49: Function negotiation-check()
50: if ((Two packets meet in the range of

communication) && (Both packets are not in the
middle of negotiation)) then

51: flag = TRUE;
52: end if
53: Return flag;
54: EndFunction
55: Function packet-relaying()
56: Update the neighbor list via vehicle-sampling();
57: Select the next vehicle among candidates whose

current priority is the highest;
58: EndFunction

Fig. 6. An example of priority-based relaying after probing a cell. (a) Cell
state. (b) Priority-based Relaying.

dispatched to each separate cell, achieving a faster exploration
over the total remaining area to visit. By having a balance
between the overlapped cells and the non-overlapped cells, we
aim to capture more accurate and faster traffic density estimation
by utilizing multiple vehicle samplers.

We present a domain aggregation and distribution algorithm.
Once multiple vehicle samplers become adjacent within the ra-
dio range and exchange their collected information, they reflect
the newly acquired information at their own cell structure. After
this procedure, they negotiate and determine where to explore in
the near future under a given remaining deadline (as described
at lines 11–14 in Algorithm 2).

A. Domain Aggregation

When two vehicle samplers are within the radio range, they
exchange and merge the collected traffic information of the
already-explored cells and their own cell structure. In case that
their cell structures have all the same cell split hierarchy in
terms of cell stage, each cell state is updated by reflecting the
latest exploration. If two probing packets retain each different
cell structures with different stage levels for certain cells, they
integrate them by adjusting to the finer cell stage.

As described in Section V, we assign a priority level to every
candidate cell. We classify the domain aggregation cases into
four categories as illustrated in Fig. 7. In category 1 where the

Fig. 7. Illustrative example of domain aggregation between two probing
packets with the cell state of 1 for unexplored cells, 0.67 for expected cells,
0.33 for considered cells, and 0 for explored cells. (a) Packet A. (b) Packet B.
(c) Aggregated Cell.

cell structure and its governing cell’s state is the same for two
probing packets, the cell state keeps remained. In category 2
where the cell state is different for a cell at each probing packet
with the same cell structure, the cell state is updated with the
lower cell state weight value between them. In category 3 where
the cell state is the same at two probing packets even with each
different cell stage on a cell, the cell state keeps remained. In
category 4 where the cell state of one probing packet is different
from that of the other probing packet under each different cell
structure, all of its corresponding cells become considered cells.

The cell distance weight value wdistance is recalculated with
the average location of all communicating probing packets. The
cell size weight value wsize is updated with the smaller one
from the values from probing packets (i.e., mink wsize(k)

where
wsize(k)

is the cell size value by the kth probing packet). Based
on the aggregated cell information from each probing packet, its
vehicle sampler recalculates the net priority level pcell to update
the latest cell information after domain aggregation.

B. Domain Distribution

After aggregating the cell information from other probing
packets via their vehicle samplers, each vehicle sampler deter-
mines its future cell probing plan. While increasing the accuracy
of the traffic density estimation by utilizing some necessary cov-
erage redundancy, we need to moderately control the redundancy
rate to avoid excessive coverage overlap and spread them over
the RoI for efficiency.

To effectively control the cell coverage redundancy, we in-
troduce a concept of cell window, which is the future visiting
cell list with Ncell−window cells for a probing packet. If two
probing packets need to distribute their future cells to visit, they
pre-select (2Ncell−window) candidate cells in the descending
order of pcell. After making all possible combinations of two
group pairs with

(2Ncell−window

Ncell−window

)
cases where one group consists

of Ncell−window cells, we select one pair case that shows the
minimum difference in the cumulative net priority level within
a group, i.e., min |∑i∈Ga

pcelli −
∑

i∈Gb
pcelli | for groups Ga

and Gb.
Once two group lists Ga and Gb are determined, each list

needs to be assigned to each probing packet. We select one cell
with the highest net priority level from two lists. If the net priority
level of one cell from one group list is the same as that of the other
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TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN SINGLE AND ADVANCED MULTIPLE PACKET PROBING

cell from the other group list, we randomly assign each group to
a probing packet. We compare the coverage rate on the cell by
two packets, and the packet with a higher coverage rate becomes
finally in charge of the group list that includes the highest priority
cell. In case that both packets have the same coverage rate, we
randomly assign each group to a probing packet.

After the negotiation procedure, a cell that is determined to
be probed by another packet is updated to an Expected cell. By
reflecting some potential opportunity to revisit the Expected cell
in the near future, multiple probing packets can prioritize more
urgent cells to probe, while allowing some level of coverage
overlap for maintaining a high estimation fidelity.

We compare two probing methods of Single Packet Probing
and Advanced Multiple Packet Probing as summarized in Table I.

VII. EVALUATION

We validate our proposed algorithm in a real trace-driven
network simulation based on MATLAB. We use real-world taxi
trace SUVnet-Trace dataset collected in Shanghai, China [39].
In the dataset, 4,000 taxis equipped with GPS are traced over
Shanghai, China from Jan. 31 2007 to Mar. 1 2007, and has the
following five features: taxi ID, timestamp, latitude, longitude,
and geographic angle. We focus on 10-day taxi trace (from
Jan. 31 2007 to Feb. 9 2007) over 4 × 4 km2. as in Fig. 8. In
our experiments, we run total 240 cases on the hour for every
24 hour over 10 days and take the average performance while
showing the standard deviation wherever applicable. The RoI
of 4 × 4 km2 is initially divided into 2 × 2 cells, and a cell is
allowed to split up to stage 3 whereN = 2,m = 3. The sampling
period of 30 seconds, the coverageRate threshold of 70% and
the stagnation window of 120 sec are used. For the cell split
condition, the time window of interestWindow is set to 120 sec,
and the values of densityThresholdk is tuned to be 10, 5, and 2
for stage k.

For the advanced multiple packet probing case, the parameter
values ofwexplored = 0,wconsidered = 0.33,wexpected = 0.67,
andwunexplored = 1,α = 0.4, andNcell−window = 4 have been
tuned to be used. The cell state was set proportionally. α and
Ncell−window that were robust in our algorithm were selected

Fig. 8. Geographical distribution of all the vehicles from 12am to 1am, Jan.
31, 2007 within 4 × 4 km2 RoI in SUVnet-Trace Shanghai Taxi Trace.

through the experiments. Three probing packets have been used
in experiments, unless otherwise noted.

We vary the time deadline T from 30 minutes to 2 hours
(for most cases, one hour is used by default unless otherwise
noted). For a given time deadline, our algorithm offers the traffic
density estimations for each resulting split cell at the end. To
fairly compare our algorithm with its ground-truth, the ground-
truth is calculated from the raw data to have the average number
of actual vehicles during the sampling period for each cell size
over T in the same cell hierarchy as ours.

To quantify how our traffic density estimate is far from the
ground-truth, we adopt a distance metric of Earth Mover’s
Distance (EMD) [40]. The EMD metric is a distance metric
between two distributions, as the incurred cost for transforming
one distribution to the other. We calculate the EMD between
our estimated distribution of traffic density and its original
ground-truth, implying that the lower EMD value is, the more
accurate performance is achieved.

A. Parameter Selection

We discuss how design parameters affect our algorithms in
Fig. 9. Among those, we choose some major design param-
eters that can cause performance change more dynamically:
Ncell−window, α, densityThresholdk, and interestWindow. We
consider some major parameters to examine their effect on
estimation accuracy and packet overhead. As shown in Fig. 9(a),
both the highest accuracy and the lowest packet overhead were
achieved at Ncell−window = 4. This implies that making a series
of the future cell visit decisions on up to 4 cells offers a balanced
point between coverage overlap and broad spread over the RoI
to capture both accuracy and efficiency.

In Advanced Multiple Packet Probing, we introduced α that
controls the relative weight between the cell state, and the
distance between the packet and a candidate cell to visit in
Section V as in Fig. 9(b). As varyingα from 0 to 1 we explore the
effect of the correlation between weight_state and weight_d. As
α increases from 0 to 0.4, the estimation accuracy is significantly
improved with a factor of 3.14. Beyond the point at α = 0.4, the
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Fig. 9. Effect of Ncell−window , α, densityThresholdk , and interestWindow
on traffic density estimation and relaying cost performance. (a) Effect of Ncell-
window. (b) Effect of α parameter in Advanced Multiple Packet Probing. (c)
Effect of densityThresholdk parameters in Advanced Multiple Packet Probing.
(d) Effect of interestWindow parameters in Advanced Multiple Packet Probing.

accuracy is saturated until α = 0.9. α = 0.4 is selected for its
highest accuracy in the experiments. This means that a well
mixture of cell state and distance plays an important role in
achieving a reliable traffic density estimate.

We examine how the selection of densityThresholdk param-
eters at each stage level k affects performance as shown in

Fig. 10. Best case performance of single probing packet(with the EMD of
3.1 at 7pm, Jan. 31, 2007). (a) Probing packet trajectory. (b) Final split cell
structure.(c) Ground-truth. (d) Our algorithm.

Fig. 9(c). If the density threshold is too low, e.g., (5, 2, 1),
it makes a cell split relatively easy even under some sporadic
traffic condition, and thus the estimation accuracy is relatively
low. In case of the high density threshold criteria used in the
experiments, e.g., (20, 10, 4), it is difficult to have the cells
split, critically degrading the estimation accuracy. The usage of
(10, 5, 2) as the density thresholds across stages turns out to be
effective in the experimental environment. This result implies
that a suitable cell split condition is a key factor to optimize
traffic estimation performance.

We look into the effect of interestWindow as in Fig. 9(d).
The interestWindow of 120 seconds turned out to be effective.
If interestWindow is too short, the cell split would rarely occur,
and this degrades the estimation accuracy. On the other hand, if
interestWindow is too long, the cell split occurs in a more relaxed
condition, e.g., even under a sporadic traffic condition.

B. Overall Performance

We explore the traffic density estimation performance of our
algorithm. We show three representative Best, Worst, and Aver-
age cases, which are selected from all running test cases, in terms
of EMD with its ground-truth. We visualize each experiment
result with physical trajectory of a probing packet up to the given
deadline, final split cell structure, and height map of vehicle
density for the ground-truth versus our algorithm’s estimate.

1) Single Packet Probing: For the Best case as in Fig. 10, the
probing packet evenly covers the RoI area by finding a suitable
vehicle at a time (as shown in Fig. 10(a)) while some cells split
into the atomic cell, reaching at stage 3 as in Fig. 10(b). As the
EMD is the smallest among all the test cases, the visual compar-
ison between two height maps of ground-truth (Fig. 10(c)) and
our algorithm (Fig. 10(d)) also shows small discrepancy.

For the Worst case as in Fig. 11, a probing packet does not well
cover the RoI area due to both insufficient vehicle samplers and
insufficient vehicles under monitor at the time of selecting a next
sampler and probing nearby vehicles to cover unexplored cells
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Fig. 11. Worst case performance of single probing packet(with the EMD of
72.5 at 10am, Feb. 4, 2007). (a) Probing packet trajectory. (b) Final split cell
structure.(c) Ground-truth. (d) Our algorithm.

Fig. 12. Average case performance of single probing packet(with the EMD
of 19.8 at 1pm, Feb. 2, 2007). (a) Probing packet trajectory. (b) Final split cell
structure.(c) Ground-truth. (d) Our algorithm.

and relay to, as shown in Fig. 11(a). For this reason, the initial
cells are not split at all as in Fig. 11(b), showing only the roughest
estimate based on the initial cell size. The visual comparison
between Fig. 11(c) and Fig. 11(d) indicates that our algorithm
underestimates the traffic density due to the aforementioned
reason.

The Average case as in Fig. 12 shows less coverage of the
probing packet in Fig. 12(a) while a less number of cell split
occurs as in Fig. 12(b), compared to the Best case (i.e., 9 cell
splits for Best vs. 3 cell splits for Average). This implies that
the more cell split occurs due to sufficient coverage by a denser
traffic condition, the more accurate traffic estimation is achieved.
This observation is supported by an experiment that measures
both the number of vehicles and the number of cell splits over
time, as in Fig. 13. Both measures are highly correlated each
other, and thus, our algorithm greatly utilizes a dense traffic

Fig. 13. Empirical relationship between traffic density and cell split frequency
over time.

Fig. 14. Traffic density estimation performance with respect to stage progress.

Fig. 15. Traffic density estimation performance with respect to time deadline
T .

situation by inducing more frequent cell splits for finer and more
accurate traffic density estimation.

We validate that our algorithm offers a more accurate traffic
density estimation for a smaller cell at a further stage progress in
Fig. 14. We categorize all the cell cases depending on cell stage
at the end of each experiment. As a cell splits toward a later
stage, our algorithm provides a more accurate estimate over a
smaller area compared to its ground-truth.

We vary the time deadline T from 30 minutes up to 2 hours
as in Fig. 15. As the time deadline gets relaxed, a probing
packet can be exposed to the same RoI area longer, increasing
the chance to encounter nearby vehicles. Further, the longer
time deadline allows a cell to split into sub-cells with higher
probability, improving the accuracy of traffic density estimation.
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Fig. 16. Traffic density estimation performance with respect to the number of
probing packets.

Fig. 17. Best case performance of advanced multiple probing packet(with the
EMD of 1.4 at 9am, Feb. 1, 2007). (a) Probing packet trajectory. (b) Final split
cell structure.(c) Ground-truth. (d) Our algorithm.

2) Advanced Multiple Packet Probing: If multiple packets
are used to probe over the same area, we evaluate how the
additional packet resource affects the accuracy and the overhead
of traffic density estimation, as in Fig. 16. As a larger number
of probing packets become engaged, the EMD metric starts
being reduced significantly, particularly from one packet to two
packets, while in return, its relaying cost linearly increases. As a
trade-off between accuracy and overhead, we believe that choos-
ing three probing packets provide a well-balanced environment
setting where its EMD is 3.56.

As conducted in Figs. 10, 11, and 12 for the single packet
probing case, we show three representative visualizations among
all running cases. As illustrated in Figs. 17 and 19 for the
advanced multiple packet probing, The Best and Average cases
with multiple probing packets split the cell structure in a rel-
atively finer level, leading to more accurate traffic estimation
results. The Best case as in Fig. 17 shows the fully split cell
structure with the best performance, whereas the Worst case as
in Fig. 18 has the initial intact cell structure without split. This
demonstrates that also for the advanced multiple packet probing,

Fig. 18. Worst case performance of advanced multiple probing packet (with
the EMD of 31.8 at 1am, Jan. 31, 2007). (a) Probing packet trajectory. (b) Final
split cell structure. (c) Ground-truth. (d) Our algorithm.

Fig. 19. Average case performance of advanced multiple probing packet (with
the EMD of 4.8 at 5pm, Feb. 8, 2007). (a) Probing packet trajectory. (b) Final
split cell structure.(c) Ground-truth. (d) Our algorithm.

as a cell structure for probing evolves into a finer level, its
resulting traffic density estimation performance becomes more
improved.

Now we investigate the effect of vehicle interaction, splitted
cell stage level, and time deadline on the performance improve-
ment under multiple packet probing scenarios. We collect all of
the corresponding cases from the simulated dataset depending
on each criterion. As in Fig. 20, as the number of negotiations
among encountered probing vehicles increases, the traffic esti-
mation accuracy significantly gets improved with a factor of
2.4 and higher in EMD with only 3 and more negotiations
compared to zero negotiation. In return, due to the increased
vehicle interactions, the relaying cost has slightly increased. It
is interesting to see that for the zero negotiation case where
three probing packets have never met till deadline, the accuracy
has still been improved compared to the single packet probing
case due to the usage of more probing resources under the same
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Fig. 20. Traffic density estimation performance with respect to the number of
negotiations in case of multiple packet probing cases.

Fig. 21. Traffic density estimation performance with respect to stage progress
in case of multiple packet probing cases.

Fig. 22. Traffic density estimation performance with respect to time deadline
T in case of multiple packet probing cases.

fixed deadline. This implies that not only more physical probing
resource, but also its synergetic interaction for collaborative
probing planning have indeed helped to improve the estimation
accuracy.

We reconfirm that the traffic estimation accuracy gets im-
proved as cells split at more fine cell stages, and the time deadline
gets relaxed, as in Figs. 21 and 22, as similarly validated for the
single probing case in Figs. 14 and 15.

We investigate whether our priority-based relaying mecha-
nism has indeed contributed to the performance on traffic density
estimation and relaying cost as in Fig. 23. For a fair compari-
son, we compare Single Packet and Advanced Multiple Packet
Probing with one packet so that the latter one works without

Fig. 23. Effect of priority-based relaying.

the domain distribution. Our priority-based relaying improves
the accuracy with 10.4%, while consuming more relaying cost
similarly with more than 14.2% in return. This means that a
next cell selection should be made based on the distance from
the current cell to the next one, and cell state and size altogether.

We validate how our traffic density estimation algorithms of
Single Packet and Advanced 3-Packet perform as the operation
time passes by under two exemplary cases of EMD = 10 and
EMD = 20 under one hour deadline. Within one hour, Single
Packet reaches the EMD of 10 and 20 with 35.2% and 60.4%
case fraction, whereas Advanced 3-Packet does with 95.2%
and 95.6%. This implies that Advanced Packet fully utilizes
more physical resource and its organized usage via negotiation,
reaching a traffic density level more quickly.

We compare our Single Packet Probing and Advanced Mul-
tiple Packet Probing (Advanced N-Packet) algorithms against
three different baseline algorithms. The first baseline algorithm
is Naive where a next vehicle sampler is randomly chosen
while the same cell split algorithm as ours is used. The second
algorithm is N-Packet whereN number of packets probe the area
with neither domain distribution nor priority-based relaying. The
third algorithm is Broadcast, a broadcast-based traffic estimation
method that keeps increasing the number of probing packets via
broadcast on the smallest atomic cell structure without using
any permitted deadline margin. We quantify the EMD and the
transmission cost for packet relaying for these five algorithms
as in Fig. 25.

For the comparison between Naive and Single Packet Probing
algorithm, both algorithms use only one probing packet with
the same cell split algorithm whereas only the packet relay-
ing algorithm is different. When relying on very lightweight
communication resource, i.e., one probing packet, the effective
sampler selection via inner-relaying and outer-relaying plays
a very critical role in accomplishing the final traffic density
estimation.

Regarding the comparison between N-Packet and Advanced
N-Packet, both algorithms use three probing packets, while our
Advanced N-Packet exploits a domain distribution and priority-
based relaying algorithm. For the multiple packet probing, the
usage of both components has indeed improved the accuracy
with a factor of 1.51, while consuming its resulting increased
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Fig. 24. Cumulative distribution of elapsed time of Single Packet and Ad-
vanced 3-Packet under one hour deadline.

Fig. 25. Overall performance comparison against three baseline algorithms
where our Advanced N-Packet outperforms the baseline algorithms with a factor
of up to 9.3 in accuracy.

relaying cost with a factor of 1.80. This demonstrates that
collaborative packet probing has achieved more accurate traffic
density estimation with a reasonable increase in relaying cost.

Upon comparing with Broadcast, Broadcast provides the least
discrepancy on the smallest cell structure for traffic density esti-
mation. However, it spreads a huge amount of probing packets to
numerous vehicles in the RoI, consuming tremendously higher
relaying cost with a factor of 19.4. Our algorithm provides a
practically effective solution with good approximates for traffic
density using only one simple lightweight probing packet with
selective packet relaying to selected vehicles that we cover
evenly throughout the RoI.

This result implies that three components of 1) careful vehicle
sampler selection (from Naive to Single Packet), 2) additional
physical probing resource (from Single Packet to N-Packet),
and 3) a tightly-coupled domain distribution and priority-based
relaying strategy (from N-Packet to Advanced N-Packet) have
achieved contributed to improving the traffic density estimation
accuracy with a factor of up to 9.3 (from Naive to Advanced
N-Packet) in an infrastructure-less VANET environment.

Fig. 26. Performance comparison against a counterpart algorithm.

Finally, we compare the Advanced 3-Packet algorithm against
to a previous work, MobSampling [14], which is most closely
related to our work. Since MobSampling operates based on
the lane infrastructure information, and the exact system-level
comparison in the same environment is not feasible, we im-
plemented only the core relaying method for the comparison
study. We implemented two variants of as-is MobSampling and
an improved MobSampling that embeds the crucial adaptive cell
sizing algorithm called cell-split of ours, for fair comparison. It
is because MobSampling does not have the concept of adaptive
granularity control for sampling that has turned out to be very
important to achieve higher accuracy.

As shown in Fig. 26, our algorithm is more accurate than
both MobSampling without cell-split and with cell-split with a
factor of 9.5 and 2.3, respectively. The comparison result against
MobSampling without cell-split demonstrates that our Adaptive
cell sizing algorithm is an effective component to have a reliable
estimation by varying the information resolution depending on
the detected local vehicle density level. Upon comparing with
MobSampling with cell-split, the purely packet-based Inner-
Relaying and Outer-Relaying of ours without any prior knowl-
edge of road infrastructure outperforms an infrastructure-aware
relaying scheme.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We have presented a traffic density estimation algorithm that
aims to obtain a snapshot of the traffic density distribution map
during a survey time period. Our algorithm consists of three
parts: on-demand vehicle sampling, probing packet relaying,
and adaptive cell sizing. Based on our on-demand vehicle sam-
pling algorithm, a probing packet keeps sampling while being
embedded into a vehicle (i.e., sampler) to collect local traffic
information. When the packet notices that its current sampler
is no longer an efficient carrier, it is relayed to another vehicle
based on our packet relaying algorithm. Our adaptive cell sizing
algorithm controls the size of a cell, which is the basic unit
for density estimation. By adaptively changing the cell size,
we can achieve the necessary level of information within the
remaining time budget. As a result, a single probing packet plays
an effective role in gathering local traffic information with high
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fidelity. Further, extending the probing by using multiple packets
along with multiple vehicles leads to an even more accurate traf-
fic estimation based on cooperative area exploration decision.
We have validated that our algorithm effectively obtains the
traffic density distribution using V2V packet probing through
balancing the level of estimation accuracy and the survey time
budget.

For future work, we may adaptively increase and decrease the
number of probing packets depending on various traffic condi-
tions under a shorter survey time for more accurate estimation. It
would be interesting to assign each different survey time to a cell
depending on the local traffic density level by exploiting some
historical pattern and allowing to access some degree of prior
knowledge on the infrastructure in parts. Also, we may devise
a dynamic sampling mechanism based on adaptive sampling
frequency selection to reduce some redundant communication
cost.
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